Census Circular No. 64

During the training of Charge Officers and Master Trainers, Gender Data Sheets of respective districts were provided to them with the instructions that these Gender Data Sheets must be displayed at appropriate places in training venue. In this regard, as per feedback received in this office, it has been noticed that these Gender Data Sheets have not been displayed in the training venues.

It is once again instructed that the Gender Data Sheets provided must be displayed in the training venues during all the three days of training.

Yours sincerely,

VARSHA JOSHI, I.A.S
DIRECTOR, CENSUS OPERATIONS, DELHI

To: All Charge Officers

Copy To:

1. The Commissioner, MCD, Principal Census Officer, Municipal Corporation of Delhi, Ambedkar Stadium, Delhi Gate, Delhi.
2. The Additional Commissioner (Engg.), MCD, City Census Officer, Municipal Corporation of Delhi, Ambedkar Stadium, Delhi Gate, Delhi.
3. The Chairman, NDMC, Principal Census Officer, NDMC, Palka Kendra, New Delhi.
4. The Secretary, NDMC, City Census Officer, NDMC, Palka Kendra, New Delhi.
5. The Director (Admin.), NDMC, Additional City Census Officer, NDMC, Palka Kendra, New Delhi.
6. The Chief Executive Officer, Delhi Cantonment Board, Town Census Officer, Delhi Cantonment, New Delhi.
7. All the Dy. Commissioners, MCD Zones, Zonal Census Officers.
8. All Sub Divisional Magistrates of Govt. of NCT of Delhi. (Rural Charges)
9. The Registrar General India, 2A Man Singh Road, New Delhi.
10. The Director, Economics and Statistics, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
11. The Directorate of Census Operations, of all States and UTs.
13. The Director (Trg.&Tech. Edu), O/o Director, Training & Technical Education, Muni Maya Marg, Pitampura, Delhi-110035.
14. All Officers, DCO-Delhi.
15. Hindi Translator

VARSHA JOSHI, I.A.S
DIRECTOR, CENSUS OPERATIONS, DELHI